The NCEAS Community Blog is a forum where members of our community of practice can share ideas, innovations and their work in social determinants of health (SDoH). **Blog entries should tie in to the overarching theme of SDoH Education.** It can be a behind-the-scenes look at how you developed or implemented a curriculum, an innovative approach to addressing social determinants of health at your institution or a perspective piece on SDoH-related current events in your community. Both completed projects and works in progress are welcome. We encourage reader comments and responses by our bloggers.

- Blogs are typically 500-1000 words in length, written in a conversational style.
- Please provide a high resolution photo of yourself along with a short bio
- Include references
- Please provide us with your twitter handle to link to when we promote your blog

**BLOG FORMAT**

**BLOG TITLE:**

**BLOG Content:**
Introduction/Teaser (no more than one paragraph)

*Body of the Blog*

*Author BIO* (2-3 sentences about yourself)